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A Unique and Rare
Occupational Stein

By Ken Etheridge
Carolina Steiners

Last year, through the kindness of a
good friend and fellow collector, I was
able to add a unique porcelain occu-
pational stein to my collection. The
name of the original owner, Christoph
Glöcking, appears at the base of the
stein. Christoph was a “turner” or “lathe
operator”. Although I already had two
turner occupational steins in my col-
lection, one a Holzdrechsler (wood
turner) and the other an Eisendrechsler
(iron lathe operator), there were other
aspects of this stein which led me to
purchase it.

The primary decoration on the front of
the stein deals with Christoph’s occu-
pation as a lathe operator. The words
Hoch lebe der Drechsler! (long live the
turner) appear at the top. Below that
the tools of his trade surround a piece

of wood whose diameter is being
measured by a caliper. This decoration
is further personalized with crossed
pipes and the §11 symbol (referring to
the drinking code of Heidelberg Uni-
versity). The crossed pipes may indi-
cate that Christophe turned pieces for
pipes, or simply that he enjoyed to-
bacco himself. Certainly the §11 sym-
bol means that he enjoyed his beer.

The expression written around the
body of the stein below the rim gives
us further insight into Christophe: O,
wie wohl ist dem Muth der nicht zu früh
Heirathen thut. translates as “Oh how
stalwart he who does not succumb to
marriage too early.” (Please remember,
these are Christoph Glöcking’s words
and not those of the author.)

The philandering thoughts of the origi-
nal owner continue in the German
verses appearing on the sides of the
stein. Beginning to the left of the han-
dle and continuing on the right:

Alle Männer in der Welt
Im Dorf und in der Stadt
Die wünschen sich eine Frau in’s Bett
Aber eine die was hat.

All men in the world
in village and in city
desire a woman in their bed
but only one who is well endowed.

This lovely stein also contains an un-
damaged lithophane of a seated cou-
ple embracing, but as is commonly the
case, it has no maker’s mark.

In addition to the unusual motif of this
stein, there is a feature that is unique
to my collecting experience. Look
again, with me, at the accompanying
photos and carefully and slowly study
the beautiful work of the craftsman. A
sharp eye will discern what would be
immediately apparent to one holding
the stein in his or her hands; and that
is, that the lovely floral wreath of green-
ery and acorns which frames the de-
piction illustrating the trade and
occupation of the owner is done in re-
lief.

In my over fifty-five years of stein col-
lecting, this is the first porcelain occu-
pational stein that I have ever seen
manufactured and decorated in relief. I
thank again my good friend who en-
abled me to add this unique occupa-
tional stein to my collection.
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If you are interested in beer steins,

you owe it to
 yourself to subscribe to

Prosit, the journal of Stein Collectors

International. Now in its 51st year, this

collectors’ organization is the best

source of information about the hobby.


